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Today
- Recurrent Neural Networks
- Project 1 Demos + Code



“The Square Kilometre Array 
(SKA), a radio-astronomy 
observatory to be built in 
South Africa and Australia, 
will produce such vast 
amounts of data that its 
images will need to be 
compressed into low-noise 
but patchy data. Generative 
AI models will help to 
reconstruct and fill in blank 
parts of those data, 
producing the images of the 
sky that astronomers will 
examine.”

http://www.nature.com/news/
astronomers-explore-uses-for-ai-
generated-images-1.21398



http://
www.plummerfernan
dez.com/snowden-
ppt



Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)

“The core reason that recurrent nets are more exciting 
is that they allow us to operate over sequences of 
vectors: Sequences in the input, the output, or, in the 
most general case, both.” -Andrej Karpathy

Sequences
Time series data, streaming data, videos, audio, text, 
speech, translation, etc., and also things that we don’t 
think of as sequences, like a static image that you look 
at over a period of time.



Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)

RNNs contain loops that represent a kind of “memory” 
about what’s been present previously in the sequences 
of data.

A memory persists due to the fact that the values of the 
hidden layers at each timestep are based on an 
operation that involves both the inputs for the current 
timestep and the outputs of the previous hidden layer.

 



(1) Vanilla mode of processing without RNN, from fixed-sized input to 
fixed-sized output (e.g. image classification). 
(2) Sequence output (e.g. image captioning takes an image and outputs a 
sentence of words). 
(3) Sequence input (e.g. sentiment analysis where a given sentence is 
classified as expressing positive or negative sentiment). 
(4) Sequence input and sequence output (e.g. Machine Translation: an RNN 
reads a sentence in English and then outputs a sentence in French). 
(5) Synced sequence input and output (e.g. video classification where we 
wish to label each frame of the video). 
The recurrent transformation (green) is fixed and can be applied as many 
times as we like.



Chris Oleh, “Understanding LSTM Networks”





Memory in RNNs
Remembering the immediate past:
(input + empty_input)  -> hidden  -> output
(input + prev_input)    -> hidden  -> output
(input + prev_input)  -> hidden  -> output
(input + prev_input)  -> hidden  -> output

Remembering the distant past:
(input + empty_hidden) -> hidden  -> output
(input + prev_hidden)  -> hidden  -> output
(input + prev_hidden)  -> hidden  -> output
(input + prev_hidden ) -> hidden  -> output

RNNs learn what to remember.



Andrew Trask, “Anyone Can Learn To Code an LSTM-RNN”



Long Short Term Memory



text to handwriting

http://www.inkposter.com/



mimicking pen strokes + drawing

https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?
v=Zt-7MI9eKEo



video to text snippets 
Venugopalan et al., ICCV 2015 



text to speech 
WaveNet - generating realistic audio samples

https://deepmind.com/blog/wavenet-generative-model-
raw-audio/



Google’s just released YouTube sequence data set...
https://research.googleblog.com/2017/02/advancing-research-on-
video.html



“An extensive dataset of eye movements during viewing of complex images”
http://www.nature.com/articles/sdata2016126



RNN – Shakespeare – 12000 
That she dire thou should this 
ten tale,
Sistles all overtienced about off 
the town;
To fainting but sue, I do awfeld; 
I will church.

ROMEO:
Trumpet the substerety and see,
I wind-quench to skeet of this a 
daughter.

Citizens:
Which I shall not hear all to be 
ten receive,
Myself Mantages you all then 
drouces, he excelse, as we 
should
those done to York at
The empting to be mine own 
jeatures:
We do of my rescurent to would 
enbused: and
committy brows too, in a post

https://github.com/karpathy/char-rnn
https://github.com/sherjilozair/char-rnn-tensorflow



RNN – Emily Dickinson - 0
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RNN – Emily Dickinson – 500 
 Frain
And Snive Eald knent --
Dwow and Sor --
He to swant I nof, --
'Then is Mide.

So daaand all Lowy --
Mrnint, cind in sone one --
The Cumaun a jeculd --
Ansolk priate Mecby
That all Or Rase --
Iinchy Cualiot --
Bet lind the Dooige
The Mashest tomares --

Dotnent of Mone of laM
The Nos erencten
J0

To Delarlrs sut -- 
arlopinestisumlear

Yeethade Puved lit Ather
Tang. Ther Cpantties fralres
's0ow -- Daddy or fean!



RNN – Emily Dickinson – 1500 
Choor and sames --
A grassed her Darired --

Whose not leart dook in dartion 
--
You griend -- alone foome
Onring eathes of the 
Cexcendnay --
Exceiver Bekned this start
Of the Buigled -- but your by --
The Chophned a Veious

With ince's for the dasiors
And they daysur siffink --
But Ond there umparese --
The Jost bidning it --

863

Lower liot of Bays a winkse the 
She?
Visnate thought, his Midests
Wank a supred from had jush --
Lay, resterbriled frupmerin --
And excace ashom



RNN – Emily Dickinson – 3000 
The Sence it elden suble
Tit liefs has or the sugne --
Or boun I Zots --
And Seporated m5 So
Crepriad, nows Flose the Either,
And appantly old then
"The We did siff gain yoors -- 
itself --
It speed it all for Heaven --
We muddy all Gut, mown --

And who be?

A Conshal Scay to a Love
Ancfeef too nearre -- the Long --

Of the Lay it for Arasp is faul
A Wint Prone away
This squrefred shated, a Codine 
--
Whing of Whries shill the 
Forgels --
Chird to Neaks --
What comp



RNN – Emily Dickinson – 6000 
383

Where upon they gain's recixied 
consume,
And Could not day but a Grave 
--
Retustmenness the Wurth -- 
allong
In a singerful Estaps --
And readar's Ang his partual.

My Hoire tray Care of Closed
Of Mine tonce the Windless 
Bundard,

Stop --
But left come
Oppose had little fame
And amone vaul Laise Throw 
actioble
From lay bealves deation's 
super
For a disquise
For mery a fluvy age.

1272

'Tis is a Day loatice my Heay,
Nor Nighty stealth stay



RNN – Emily Dickinson – 9000 
in a Hill to lie --
I she finds, sug Would be
Advanse without them be!

191

The Dield bride its it marking.
Magigent, for Things all
Anguiles of Requise
Think for their One Crucles, 
Dead
-- Compound I'm Gisdron
But this Angelund From Mestys
Pluoked itself an Apiniving --

That might should send is 
nothing
To whose of red --

Not can see.

Was any Baid never sailt
Than sowed the better,
On the House -- with him die --



RNN – Emily Dickinson – 12000 
Chant of Treathed to lives --
And whisime of Emember 
Spirion "Yother Ear
While stwass will have chops of 
the Regarderty --
Whiteing herself the King --

1416

A Devousiting to him
Innated to anntest size.

1198

Thought to elable me, a domon 
the morn,
Legs Summer hid the Storings.
And care! that a Goalm to 
precight
Just Their a bring thee --

1528

Between wit toight times it 
ways!
'Tis deptic grand, pety in cun --



RNN – UIC Art Courses – 0 
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RNN – UIC Art Courses – 1000 
 ax1. bishs, media. Tour four of 
reveated ora fedive 
reepertondicationsigationt 
above dive reuter, 
prograprcting Meal. Course 
Informosia and anD proclices; 
tew nolmationy above; oh tre 
feding or abo computem one 
Lecture.

Properly scurt as Abe Lecterian(: 
ApToS ope; invetral. Course
ART 360. Topuhian: Conle 
Lecture. Course Indecture and 
one Laboratopradionstives 
faldive vegired ats dicitgation 
photoratoply registect 
exppretites. Tiphitay be 
recasned intive and 
exiasiallictory cuntextion 
toppicatio



RNN – UIC Art Courses – 10000 
  one To. 4 hours.
Thenis to experimere and one 
Laboratory-Discussion on 
experiprents. Course 
Information: Previously listed as 
AD 8 342. May be repeated to a 
jamul arod a maximum of 12 
hours. Extensive computer use 
required. Prerequisite(s): DES 
452 or ART 272 and Sounmen. 
Prerequisite(s): To be 
preveotions of suctudior 
standing or above; or consent 
of immecis chidity dearl in one 
Laboratory.

ART 290. Topics in Agvectual 
and exte-Is. 4 hours.
Bess on on entroduction to 
regsteraty photography and



RNN – UIC Art Courses – 30000 
one to terinl prowe standing or 
above; or consent cisteral 
theine, Photography. The to 
vartisiq express a vartiteo of 
resoatia. To be properly 
registered, students must enroll 
in one Lecture and one 
Laboratory.

ART 270. Topics in Screenings, 
students and later and 
indiracoss. Coursk on cresince II. 
4 4o4. Extensive computer use 
required. Prerequisite(s): 
Sophomore standing or above; 
or consent of instructor. Class 
Schedule Information: To be 
properly registered, students 
must enroll in one Lecture.



RNN – UIC Art Courses – 40000 
Class Schedule Information: To 
be properly registered, students 
must enrell is ED0. May be 
repeated for a maximum of 8 
hours. Extensive computer use 
required. Field trips required at 
a nominal fee. Prerequisite(s): 
lechoraphipls and sentractive 
vidaming in the fifmation, dial/
ad-or directions in 
contemporary pistered, 
students must enroll in one 
Lecture and one Laboratory.

ART 362. Topics in Drawing I. 4 
hours.
Apvient of the art foundation 
prosents in conceptual-kivs



Project 2
- Generate novel output using an RNN
- Understand how to read and write Tensorflow 
code (lots of examples, tutorials online to learn 
from)
- Can work alone, or in groups of 2 or 3
- Will post project requirements on course 
webpage



Next Week
- Project 2, ongoing
- Introduction to Generative Adversarial 
Nets (GANs)
- See syllabus for reading assignment


